Time to Start Assessment - New Marketing Authorisations - UK Only

- 50% in
- 90% in
Time to Complete Assessment - Type IB Variations & Minor Group Variations - UK Only

- 50% in
- 90% in
- Target 30 days (97%)
Net Days from Validation

Time to Complete Assessment - Type IB Variations & Minor Group Variations - UK = RMS

- 50% in
- 90% in
- Target 30 days (97%)
Time to Complete Assessment - Type II Variations & Major Group Variations - UK Only

50% in 90% in Target 90 days (97%)
Time to Complete Assessment - New Marketing Authorisations - UK Only

- 50% in
- 90% in
- Target 150 days (97%)
Net Days from Validation

Time to Complete Assessment - New Marketing Authorisations - UK = RMS in DCP
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- Target 70 days (97%)
Net Days from Validation

Time to Determine the Application - Type II Variations & Group Variations - UK = RMS
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- 90% in
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Net Days from Validation

Time to Determine the Application - New Marketing Authorisations - UK Only
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Net Days from Validation

Time to Determine the Application - New Marketing Authorisations - UK = CMS in DCP
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90% in
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